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Abstract

We investigate the emission of real and virtual photons with small transverse
momenta close to zero cms rapidity in proton-proton collisions. We consider a
model, built upon the space time structure of the Lund string fragmentation
model combined with the Fritiof model for hadronic interactions. The model
contains a gauge and Lorentz invariant, albeit semiclassical, treatment of the
currents fro» the final state hadrons as well as their valence constituents.
We further investigate the effects of resonance decay, increase of the
transverse momentum width of the string fluxtube, gluon emission leading to
"bent" strings and finally also the occurrence of polarization charges
(virtual qJJ-production) along the_ string world sheet. We show that the
spectrum for real and virtual (e • pairs) photon emission always will be
within a factor of 2 to 3 from the long wave length limit (the Low limit) for
transverse oomenta up to a few hundred MeV/c. We conclude that if the present
experimental indications for a much larger source of emission should be
confirmed, then a major revision will be necessary in our present
understanding of the space time structure and/or the energy densities
available in hadron fragmentation.
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ID a papal by Low [«] it is shown that the long wavelength limit of the

breaaatrahlung spec t CUB in hadronic reactions is decided by the (classical)

hadronic currents. It is intuitively reasonable that when the photon

wavelength is auch larger than the space-time size of the hadron production

region then the details of the process are not resolved. A determination of

the limiting wavelength A, above which the Low result is a good approximation

can only be obtained inside a precise space-time model.

It is the intention of this paper to study electromagnetic bremsstrahlung in

the Lund string models [lt5-7] which in principle are endowed with such a

space-time structure. All our considerations will be semiclassical and we will

investigate the stability of our results by variations in the assumptions.

He will in general consider photon emission close to y =0 in proton-proton

collisions treated according to the Lund Fritiof model [5,6] and take great

care to keep to current conservation and gauge invariance. Then the final

state contains two longitudinally (i.e. along the beam direction) stretched

string states with varying masses. The strings decay by the production of qq-

pairs along the space-time histories and a q- and q-particle from adjacent

production points are accelerated towards each other by the string tension to

form a final state hadron.

A typical decay situation for a single one-space dimensional string is shown

in fig. 1. The qq>product ion points (vertices) are denoted as (t.> z.) while

the hadronic 'formation points" (the first meeting points of the qq-pair) are

called (T.t I.). The connected space-time extension of the string is dashed.

It is evident that in this one-space dimensional picture a conserved electric

current can be taken as running around the region with the qq-pairs and

emerging into final state hadronic currents at the formation points.

Transverse momentum is in the Lund Model introduced by means of a quantum-

mechanical tunneling process. The fragmentation model in three space-

dimensions is then formulated in energy-momentum space. There is an energy-

momentum conserving stochastic process which defines all the variables [(E ,

Pz.. PT) in self-explaining notation for the j:th hadron with mass m.].

It is then possible to kinematically define a set of vertex points in the

(z.t)-plane by the iterative prescriptions:
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•;

It is, however, not obvious that we may consider the lines from the "vertex

points" to the corresponding "formation points* as orbits for the qij-pairs

because quantum mechanics does not allow a localization in both energy-

momentum space and in space-time. It is nevertheless possible to motivate this

procedure in a simple model. (See Appendix.)

For the details of the Lund Fritiof model for inelastic hadron collisions we

refer to [5,6]. The basic idea is that two small-mass high energy string

hadrons due to the interaction become excited higher mass string systems which

stretch and develop along the beam direction. The standard Lund model for

string fragmentation is used and a typical situation is shown in fig. 2.

There is no obvious way to place the two strings in space-time with respect to

each other. He find, however, that the effect on tha bremsstrahlung spectrum

of displacing the two strings is small (cf below) and we therefore in general

use the choice indicated in fig. 2.

Next we use a formula from Jackson [2] for the number of photons emitted per

unit solid angle (Q) per unit energy Ku interval by a moving source:

d* N o q * r I ? d r_£llå_l i«(t-n-r<t)/c) I2

dfld(Mu) öPFS i = l Li~äT l i-»-" J I-

n = direction from the source to the observer (unit vector)
B » velocity vector of source divided with c
u * frequency of the radiation
r(t)- position of source at time t
c. = polarisation vectors (orthorgonal to n)
a1 - fine structure constant
q = the source's charge in unit of the elctron charge

We parametrize the photon four momenta according to:
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k=kT(cosh(y),cos(*),sin(*),sinh(y)). (2)

and choose the angle 4-0. Usually also the rapidity y will be close to 0. We

choose the polarization vectors:

_ (-slnh(y).O.l)
'" COSh(y) ( 3 )

€, =(0.1.05-

lu the the wellknoun case of sudden creation of a (tussless) partii. '-"i-jt

q) antiparticle pair we obtain in the cms fraae and with the particles

oriented along the z-axis the dipole foraula:

In the fragmentation situation in fig. 1 we obtain when all the coherence

factors are retained a siailar fornula:

d*H
• k^ °eff'

with

n ikT(cosh(y)-t.-sinh(y)-x.)

i=l I

Piz - sinh(y)-Pu ikT(cosh(y)-T.-sinh(y) "X
e

Pj cosh(y)

2cosh(y) E.-cosh(y)-P. - P.^-sin

iltT(cosh(y)-T .-sinh(y)"Xi)
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In the case of two strings the generalisation is straightforward. The

effective charge will depend on both k*f and y. We note that in the long

wavelength limit the effective charge only depends on the hadron nonenta. This

corresponds to the Low Halt and we define:

Generally we expect that the emission of a photon with a given k is sensitive

to the space time structure of the scale X "-1/k . In a string picture, with a

string tension KM GeV/fa, this corresponds to a mass scale M - *'*- * K/k_.

Thus for increasing values of kT the model becomes mote and note sensitive to

the qq-currents.

The results for the simple scenario shown above is given in fig. 3 for y*0

(full line) and y=l (dashed line). There is consequently a rise of 20 % with

respect to the Low-result at kT=200 MeV/c (for the formula above resolving H <•

6 GeV) and 90 t rise at *T= 500 MeV/c. The actual calculation was done for

•5=63 GeV but there is almost no change in the spectrum for /& ranging at

least between 20 GeV and 100 GeV.

It is easy to make a prediction also for the production of e »"-pairs from

virtual photons if we assume that the k -spectrum is the sane as for real

photons and that most pairs stem from virtual masses just above threshold. .

We note that in general the electron (or positron) distribution is different

from the photon distribution. The momentum of the virtual photon is shared

between the electron and the positron. Only when Q*ff> as defined above, is

independent of k we find that the electron and photon spectra are

proportional to each other, both being of the form const*dk/k. In our case

this is obviously not the case.

Using our spectra and straighforward formulae we obtain the results of fig. 4

(the solid line is the positron prediction and the dashed line the

corresponding photon spectrum). The normalization to a spectrum derived from

an approximation by Cahn [3] is used to compare to the spectrum presented by

the AfS-collaboration [s-io]• who used this approximation. There is a

discrepancy of about B to 10 between the data and predictions from the simple

model described above (admittedly with the datapoints containing large error

bars). Further, the quadratic dependence on the pion-multiplLeity presented in
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ref [lOl is not noticeable is our model, although we represent the pion

spectra rather well (cf the discussion below and fig. 6 for dN/dA-0).

He will now consider some aodifications of the scenario.

a. niimtmrrmrmt. of toe stximga

He first check the effect of displacing one string relative to the other in

space—time. This Means a decreased correlation between the phases of the

strings. Such a noncoherence will lead to an increased <0^cf> by up to SO »

for k^SOO NeV/c.

•. Deoev of marfrom

Most first generation particles in a high energy collision are shortlived and

decay close to the formation points. In order to learn the effect of that we

hav* exchanged some very shortlived resonances (p and K*) with two body »»son-

decay into their decay products in the fragmentation plot. This affects < 0 ^ f f
>

but not the ratio <Q*«f >/ <Q^> i n a n v essential way (at most a 20 %

decrease).

C. atoriJficatioms of tae qmark currents

He have considered two modifications, one alonq the longitudinal direction and

the other for the transverse motions.

Firstly tie change the q-motion from along the (longitudinal) lightcones as in

fig. 1 to traj««:torieB which are straight lines between the formation points.

In this way we admit velocities larger than the velocity of light but it is

eaay to convince oneself that the corresponding Cherenkc radiation is

ii.ongly <jäup«ä because of the finite length of the rajectories. To be

precise, a motion from e.g. the origin (0.Ö) to x*t(l,I) will for the wave

vector kMi(l.n) produce a term in the formula for 0*f. eq. (6) of the size

exp(ikx)-l
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This is finite in the limit R'6+l for finite values of at. A Monte Carlo

treatment leads to a slight increase (of up to 20 % for l>T<500 Mev/c) as

compared to the earlier result. Thus transverse emission is rather insensitive

to the details of the longitudinal currents.

For the second scenario we instead changed the quark-antiquark orbits in the

transverse directions. The vertex points are distributed in a random gaussian

way around the z-axis with a standard deviation o in the x- and y-directions.

This is similar to assume a width of the current or in other words to choose a

transverse 'antenna size* of order o. The Fourier transform of the current

width will quickly damp all wavelengths smaller than the size of the antenna»

i.e. all larger kT values. A reasonable antenna size is <r*T> - 2o* * " A [i]>

which means 0=2.8 GeV"'.

In this case the phases in eq. (6) become uncorrelated already for smaller k -

values leading to a faster increase in Q % - with k . The wider we make the

current in transverse directions, the faster the rise of 0'*« for small k but

at the same time the earlier the damping of the Fourier transform comes into

account.

Thus, making the string thick we can expect an increase of photons for small

k and a decrease for larger k .

In fig. 5 three examples with different values of o ('0,2M GeV"') are shown

and for 0=2 GeV" ' we note that for k < 600 MeV/c we

photon emission but always below a factor of three.

and for 0=2 GeV" we note that for kf < 600 Mev/c we have an increase in the

Concerning the corresponding positron spectrum the situation is in principle

the same but for a thick string (0*2 GeV~') we can get an increase of the

emission only for k < 100 MeV/c as can be seen In fig. 4.

We conclude that as long as we insist upon the radiation condition, i.e. the

damping for short wavelengths then we can obtain a moderate increase of the

positron emission but only for small k -values by introducing these transverse

degrees of freedom in the space-time picture.
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0. GIVOB emission

At higher energies the excited hadrons In the Fritiof model are able to emit

gluon bremsstrahlung radiation due to the colour separation [5.6]. In the Lund

model gluonic excitations correspond to a "bending" of the strings, i.e. the

gluon is an internal excitation dragging along the string. The Lund

Fragmentation Model contains a straightforward generalization to the

fragmentation of such string states [l]. However, this generalization is

formulated in momentum space» and it" we want to study the electrical currents

on a scale smaller than the hadron size there is no obvious space-time

structure for such a breakup cf a bent string. In order to obtain an estimate

of the photon emission in this connection wo allow each string to emit a

gluonic excitation in accordance with the Fritiof (soft) bremsstrahlur.g

spectrum. There is then two string segments» one from the initial q-particle

to the gluon corner and the other from the gluon corner to the initial q-

particle. We then split the gluon into a qq-pair with a partitioning of the

gluon energy-momentum according to a rectangular distribution. Then there is

again only straight strings (with so.» transverse motion, however) and we can

use our earlier methods. There are a few technical complications but if we

rewrite our equation (3) in a covariant form (with the polarization vectors in

the radiation gauge) it is easy to perform the suitable Lorentz

transformation. The result is that the ratio of <o',,> to <0* > is
ert Low

Oef^ . f 1 2 »T*
°Low* [ 1.6 (kT =

200 He V/c)

500

i.e. essentially no change from before.

«. Polarization cawroes am the string world sheet

Op to now we have only considered the effect on (real and virtual) photon

emission from the final rtate hadrons and their valence quarks. The result is

always close to the Low limit, and in particular the positron spectrum due to

virtual photons is a factor of 8-10 below present observations.

The question arises whether it is possible to obtain important contribution

from virtual qq-pairs along the colour force field Cll]. We note that when the

string breaks in such a way that the hadron multiplicity is larger than the
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average, then also the space-time area covered by the string is larger than

its average. Thus if polarisation charges in this area are important, this may

explain the observed correlation between hadron multiplicity and positron

production.

To investigate this possibility we have studied the contribution from virtual

qq-pairs produced on the string world sheets. To have a conserved current we

assume that the q and a, fro» such a pair are produced in a point, move in

opposite directions along light rays, turn around and annihilate when they

meet again. To obtain a Lorentz invariant and gauge invariant contribution, we

assume that the production and annihilation points lie on a straight line

through the production point for the string, so that they have coordinates

(T : OT/2) (cosh y, 0, 0, sinh y)

The quark charges are chosen to be +2/3 and -1/3 at random and in the rest

frame of the pair their direction of motion is arbitrary. The number of loops

will be distributed as a Poissonian with mean-dN/dA*A, where A is the area of

the world sheet before breakup, and dN/dA is an input constant. While dA'TdTdy

we choose a triangular distribution for T and a rectangular one for y. The

size of the loop AT IS also distributed according to a triangular

distribution, and we check that both formation and annihilation points are

positioned inside the string area.

In fig. 6 we show results for the ratio between prompt positrons and pions at

k =150 NeV/c as a function of the energy in a central calorimeter covering the

range lyl<l (this energy is strongly correlated to the hadron multiplicity and

our model reproduces this correlation). The curves correspond to loop

densities dN/dA varying between 0 and 0.3 Gev'. (Much larger loop Jens ities

will seem unnatural as then the total loop area will become about the same

magnitude as the total string area.) He see from fig. 6 that this ratio is

rather independent of E . For dN/dA=0 it is somewhat decreasing. For larger

dN/dA the total amount of positrons rises and there is a positive correlation

to E , although much smaller than in ref. [lO].
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CDaclusioas

We have in this paper developed a Model for real and virtual photon-eaission,

based upon a Lorentz- and gauge-invariant (albeit seai-classical) application

of the space-tlae structure in the Lund string fragmentation aodel. He have

further investigated the effects of resonance decay, increase of the

transverse aoaentua width of the string fluxtube. gluon emission leading to

"bent* strings and finally also the occurrence of polarization charges

(virtual qQ-production) along the string world sheet. Our results are that it

is very difficult inside the transverse aoaentua range up to a few hundred

NeV/c in the centre of phase-space to obtain sore than a (actor of 2 to 3 as

compared to the wellknown Low-liait (long range eaission). If the present

experimental indications for a auch larger source of eaission should be

confiraed. then we need either a auch larger coherence region (larger

'antenna*) than the expected in longitudinal directions (the string breaks up

after 1-2 fa but we would need effective antennas of the order 10-15 fa), or

several fa in transverse directions» or sources with essentially larger energy

densities than the one typical of a string, i.e. K*! GeV/fa.
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rlgmnCaptiaas

1. An example of the string breakup in the Lund model. The points (tj.Zj) are

those where the string breaks producing new quark antiquark pairs. At the

point: (ti.Cj) the partons forming a hadron meet for the first time. We

define this as the hadron production point.

2. In the Fritiof Model the result of a proton-proton collision is two

excited strings which eventually will fragment. This model says nothing

about the relative position in space-tine of the two strings. In this work

we chcose the one indicated in the figure as standard scenario.

3. Photon spectrum at y=0 and y=l from our calculation (normalized to the Low

result) for proton-proton collisions at /s=63 GeV.

4. Positron spectra calculated in our standard and thick string scenario. The

data are from the AFS collaboration [9]. The values in the plot are

normalized co a calculation using Cahn's approximation.

5. The expectationvalue of the effective charge square in the thick string

scenario (0-2 and 4 GeV"') compared with the standard one (o-O).

6. The ratio between positrons and pions at k =150 MeV/c plotted versus B
t o t

for different densities of virtual qq-pairs.

?. Photon spectrum (normalized to the Low result) for different densities of

virtual qq-pairs.
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Appendix

In this appendix we motivate our assumption that we can treat the lines

between vertex points and fornation points as classical orbits (and thereby

currents) for the quarks. As an example consider the Hamiltonian:

H = -Kz + A*+k'
z T

which classically Cor E-0 defines the orbit of a massless q-particle passing

through the point x =0, i=k_/K at time t-Q:

kz(t) = Kt

k rt+/(kt)'+k*
x T( t ) - - in , - ,

The corresponding quantum mechanical wavefunction (a wavepacket in energy

around E=0) was used in ref [12] to consider the overlap of the q-particle

orbit with a corresponding q-(antiparticle) orbit (obtained by exchangning

<-»-*) to model the production through tunneling of a (qq)-pair around the

Unfortunately even in this simple model* the wave-function in coordinate space

cannot be expressed in terns of elementary functions. By means of a stationary

phase approximation (using for simplicity a gaunsian wavepacket with width

•if/o) we may compute the corresponding current distribution. We obtain for the

case of (z,t) small, i.e. around the vertex:

k,j, (l + o 1) >

while for the opposite case of large (t«z) we obtain:
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»'tt'+o'z']

Thus • q-paxticlc in a linear potential with a transverse moaentua kT will

aove generally outward* "in a broad wave" froa the origin (the vertex) and

then continue along the lightcone. By changing the width parameter o we may
localise the sot ion in either space or tiae.

The probability to obtain a certain k is in the model given by

(independent of 0). Therefore the space-1 iae area around the origin where the

motion 3s not along the lightcone is of the order of •«• 1//CT "• 0.2 fa for

which is generally much smaller than the typical formation tiae of a final

state hadron. If we perfora a Fourier transfora also in the transverse

direction we obtain by the same stationary phase approximation a proof of this

assertion.
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